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#allinMN 
AMBASSADOR PROGRAM

/// Building awareness about #allinMN in order 
to expand and deepen the campaign’s reach, 
participation, and impact

/// Actively promoting and sharing #allinMN 
content, including engaging with content 
shared on UV’s social accounts

/// Introducing their network to UV and 
#allinMN (via social media, email, word of
mouth - the sky is the limit!)

/// Sharing how they’re “All In” on their blog 
or social accounts, and encouraging others to 
share how they’re “All In” too

/// Providing their networks with opportunities 
to participate in #allinMN and join the move-
ment (for example, people can engage by at-
tending events, volunteering, donating, sharing 
#allinMN content on their social platforms, or 
becoming an Ambassador themselves)

Ambassadors play a vital role in supporting #allinMN by:

The #allinMN Ambassador Program is an opportunity to use your voice 
and leverage your network to foster community, create change, and 
amplify a message of hope.

This fall, ambassadors will support #allinMN by utilizing their platforms 
and social circles to share their stories, communicate impact, and invite 
others to engage. Plus, ambassadors get plugged into Urban Ventures’ 
inner circle and earn rewards as they reach participation benchmarks. 

What if instead of focusing on the things that make us different, we focused 
on the things that make us the same? What if instead of focusing on problems, 
we focused on solutions?

Rooted in the belief that change takes all of us, Urban Ventures’ Fall 2016 All 
In campaign (#allinMN) is a movement to make our community a better place 
and empower 2,500 people out of poverty in the process.
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AMBASSADOR
INCENTIVES & PERKS

Ambassadors get plugged into our inner circle and networked with a 
high-power team of professionals who volunteer their time at Urban Ventures. 
Additional perks include:

/// Recognition on UV’s website and social 
media accounts

/// Access to our platforms - If you write a 
stellar blog or make a killer video sharing how 
you’re “All In,” we’ll promote it!

/// The opportunity to be on the Media Crew 
for Rooted, our 2016 fall event

/// Early bird registration for UV events held in 
2016-2017

/// The ability to offer feedback and share your 
ideas with our marketing and communications 
team 

/// MERCH! A free MPLS/STP Clothing Co. t-shirt 
and discounts on the CityKid Online Marketplace

Perks are recieved upon reaching benchmarks of participation in the #allinMN 
Ambassador Program.

Monday, October 31
Completed Actions:        Perks Recieved:

/// Share at least 4 social media posts, with at 
least 1 post on Facebook (either share UV con-
tent or create original content about #allinMN)

/// Regularly engage with UV’s social content 

/// Invite at least five prospects in your net-
work to attend Rooted

/// Opportunity to be on the Media Crew for 
Rooted

/// Early bird registration or early invites for events 
taking place in the next 12 months

/// 15% off discount code to the CityKid Online 
Marketplace

Wednesday, November 30
Completed Actions:        Perks Recieved:

/// Share at least four additional social media 
posts, with at least 1 post on Facebook  

/// If you blog, write a post realted to #allinMN 

/// Recruit at least one other person to share 
their story of how they’re “All In” and promote 
it on your social platforms

/// Your choice of a CityKid Java 12 oz. coffee bag 
or a CityKid Java mug

/// 25% off discount code to the CityKid Online 
Marketplace
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Saturday, Decemeber 31
Completed Actions:         Perks Recieved:

/// Share at least 4 additional social media 
posts, with at least 1 post on Facebook 

/// Regularly engage with UV’s social content 

/// If you blog, write a second post related to 
#allinMN 

/// Recruit at least one additional person to 
share their story of how they’re “All In” and 
promote it on your social platforms

/// Free MPLS/STP Clothing Co. t-shirt

/// Discounted admission to UV’s 2017 fall event

/// Be featured as an All-Star Ambassador on 
UV’s website

Questions? Contact Dhwani, Urban Ventures Marketing Advisory Committee 
Intern, at dhwani27@gmail.com. 


